Changing your Poll Everywhere Username:

When students are responding to activities you’ve created with Poll Everywhere, they will be connecting to your PollEv response page to do so (ie pollev.com/your PE username). You have the ability to change the username on your account as many times as you like to make the experience of connecting to the presentation easier or perhaps to match the content you are presenting.

- Customize your username and the URL of your response page

Identifying correct responses and assigning points:

Poll Everywhere’s multiple choice and clickable image activities allow the creator to identify both correctness and assign point values to the response options they are listing.

- How to enable weighted grading on your account and assign point values to multiple choice and clickable image activities
- How to identify a correct answer(s) on multiple choice and clickable image activities:

Multiple Choice:

You can designate correct response(s) to a Multiple choice Activity. Check the box to the left of the correct response option(s). A correct response will be highlighted green, when you reveal correctness on the Activity chart. You can set as many correct responses as you wish.
**Clickable image:**

**Marking correct regions:** For a Clickable image activity, you must define a region for pin responses, and mark a region as correct (the checkmark on the option is pretty small, on the left side of the name of the region). You can only do this for answers received after the region is defined. Any clicks received before the region is defined will not be captured by the region.

**Customizing your activities via the Visual Settings menu:**

Every activity you create with Poll Everywhere with the exception of the Survey and Competition activity types will have a corresponding Visual Settings menu. It is from this menu that you can customize the look and feel of the activities you are creating with Poll Everywhere.
Activity Example